JOIN US IN COPENHAGEN SCIENCE CITY

Start or grow your business in one of Europe’s strongest innovation districts
Copenhagen Science City welcomes investors, entrepreneurs and companies. We provide world class knowledge, people and facilities. Let us invent, develop and test novel solutions together. Let us help you start or grow your business.

Henrik C. Wegener
Chairperson, Copenhagen Science City
Rector, University of Copenhagen

350 innovative knowledge based companies
20,000 researchers and highly educated employees
20,000 bachelor, graduate and Ph.D. students
160,000 m² innovation hubs, science parks and office space

CO-LOCATE WHERE KNOWLEDGE IS JUST A WALK AWAY

Copenhagen Science City is an innovation district in the heart of the Danish Capital. Excellent science, a great business climate and a cool urban vibe inspires businesses to co-locate, co-create and invest. Getting here is easy by Metro, bus and bike. Getting around is even simpler. Take a ten-minute walk in any direction and find the offices, labs and equipment you need for business and the fun you need after work.

- Locate with or next to three leading knowledge institutions: University of Copenhagen, University Hospital Rigshospitalet and University College Copenhagen
- Join more than 350 innovative startups, scale-ups and mature companies
- Choose from 160,000 m² of offices, co-working spaces, start-up communities and lab-facilities
- Enjoy attractive residential areas, parks, nightlife, restaurants and shopping in the heart of a green, clean and fun capital city

CO-CREATE WHERE KNOWLEDGE TRANSFER IS EASY

Sharing knowledge is the Copenhagen Science City way. Within an 800-metres radius, you can meet more than 40,000 researchers, students and staff. Join them when they treat patients, develop health- and care-solutions and invent the technologies of tomorrow. Invest in their ideas or work side by side to develop and test products in research-intensive fields like life science, healthcare and information technology.

- 20,000 working in health, medical and natural sciences
- Highly specialised test facilities and research infrastructure
- Easy procedures for commercial collaborators
- One point access to university and hospital intellectual property
- Leading mentors and business accelerators
- Recruit for all positions from among more than 20,000 students and PhDs
Research provides answers and solutions to global societal challenges. Challenges in maintaining health and managing disease. In inventing methods and materials for a sustainable future. In developing the tools to decode nature.

Across the world, companies and investors are seeking access to science and technology for new products, services and business models. Science supplies an edge in their fierce international competition.

In six research fields, scientists in Copenhagen Science City merge world-class science with commercially relevant value propositions, excellent research infrastructure, a large pool of talent and well-developed relations between business and knowledge institutions.

**Six fields of world class research with international investment potential**

Join the Copenhagen Science City innovation eco-system. Start or grow a successful business. Invest in one of our world class fields.

**BACTERIOLOGY**
Biofilm buildup prevention and research into antibiotics resistance

**CANCER**
Diagnostics development, clinical testing and novel therapies

**PROTEIN AND BIOINFORMATICS**
Drug design, structural analysis and preclinical testing

**NANO SCIENCE**
Molecular electronics, catalytic compounds and advanced materials

**METABOLISM AND DIABETES**
Drug discovery, prevention, hormones and functional foods

**QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY**
Manufacture and design of photonic and electronic quantum components

**CONNECT WHERE INVENTORS MEET INVESTORS**

Value propositions, excellent research infrastructure, a large pool of talent and well-developed relations between business and knowledge institutions.

**COPENHAGEN SCIENCE CITY PARTNERS**

**LEARN MORE**
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